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Newton’s First 1
st

 Law Practice #1 
 

1. What does “at rest” mean in Newton’s 1st Law? 
a. sleeping  b. not moving  c. has no energy d. none of these 
 
2. So basically, an object this law says that an object that is just sitting there, stays sitting there? 
a. True   b. False 
 
3. …and it says that an object that is moving wants to stay moving…? 
a. True   b. False 
 
4. If I want to get an object that is “at rest” to start moving I need to… 
a. force it to move b. just wait for it to move on it’s own c. neither one 
 
5. If I want to stop an object that is moving from moving or if I want to change the motion of 
something that’s already moving then I need to… 
a. put a new force on it  b. cross my fingers and hope c. neither one 
 
6. So what is a force anyway? Define force. 
 
 
7. Inertia has something to do with all this. Define inertia. 
 
 
8. So before I can move any object I must first apply enough force to overcome the inertia? 
a. True  b. False 
 
9. What if an object is moving? Do I have to overcome the inertia to change an object’s motion 
or stop it from moving? 
a. Yes, moving objects have inertia also  b. No, moving objects don’t have inertia 
 
10. If objects that are in motion don’t want to stop, why does a ball slow down and stop rolling? 
a. It doesn’t, you’ve just been looking at it wrong. 
b. There are forces that naturally exist and work against motion 
 
11. Speaking of those naturally existing forces, one of them is friction. Define friction.  
 
 
12. What is friction from air particles called? (It has a special name.) 
a. air resistance     b. air force 
 
13. If you want to push a wagon down the road, first you would have to put enough 
___________ on it to overcome the _____________. Once you did that, and got the box in 
motion, then you’d have to keep pushing or the force of _____________ would slow down the 
box and make it stop. 
 


